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Anyone who has participated in a training
event is familiar with open-ended survey items
like this one: “Please provide any additional
comments you have about the training program
you just completed.”
After getting into the rhythm of clicking bubble
after bubble in response to closed-ended survey
items, many trainees come to a roadblock when
provided with a blank box of space and asked
to provide feedback in their own words. While
trainees tend to complete all or most of the
closed-ended items on organizational surveys,
the same is not true for open-ended items. A
recently published series of studies investigated
responses to open-ended comments on training
evaluation surveys and found that 28 to 53
percent of trainees provided a response to openended items.
Reaction measures are widely used in the
training industry for evaluation and are typically
measured on surveys that include both closedended items and open-ended items. But, why are
there less responses to open-ended items and
what are the practical implications?
At the annual meeting of the Society for Industrial
and Organizational Psychology in 2007, Poncheri
and Thompson presented a study that openended items are viewed as less important than
closed-ended items on web-based surveys.
Additionally, open-ended items carry a higher
response burden for trainees when compared to
closed-ended items because it takes more effort
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for the trainee to respond. If trainees think that
providing comments is not important or that it
takes a lot of effort to respond, the combination
could be enough to discourage response.
Despite what trainees may perceive, training
managers and other decision makers highly
value input provided in response to open-ended
items because the comments are in the trainees’
own words. Comments are very rich and can be
very powerful. Even a highly negative, critical
comment may sway a decision-maker to cancel
or make significant changes to a program, while
highly positive comments can provide value to
market training or justify additional investment.
Because of their value, comments should be
interpreted with care. Research shows that
comments are negative in tone and that
dissatisfied trainees tend to provide comments.
Comments most likely do not represent the
opinions of all trainees, but may reflect input
from the most dissatisfied trainees. Training
managers who read comments should interpret
them appropriately as they may only be hearing
from the dissatisfied trainees.
Knowing how to get the most out of comments
can provide key strategic advantages
for organizations if used and interpreted
appropriately. Here are four evidence-based tips
for training managers and other key decisionmakers to improve training survey practices and
to better leverage the feedback provided.

EACH SURVEY ITEM SHOULD HAVE A CLEAR LINK TO A GAP IN
ORGANIZATIONAL KNOWLEDGE OR A STRATEGIC PURPOSE.

1 | DEFINE YOUR NEEDS BEFORE
DESIGNING YOUR ITEMS
Any survey item, whether closed-ended
or open-ended, should be aligned
with your needs. Surveying for the
sake of surveying is not good practice
as it can frustrate respondents and
waste valuable company resources. A
study presented at the International
Convention of Psychological Sciences
by Hause, Hendrickson, & Brooks in
2015 showed that only 5 percent of
comments provided in response to a
global financial survey were useful, (i.e.,
defined as having the ability to lead
organizational change). Each survey
item should have a clear link to a gap in
organizational knowledge or a strategic
purpose. This makes designing the
items, getting feedback and acting on
the results streamlined and effective.

2 | ALTER ITEMS TO FOCUS ON
THE DIALOGUE YOU CONTROL
The intent of open-ended items on surveys
is to provide a format where trainees can
have a “voice” and provide feedback in
their own words. However, this does not
mean that the item must be unstructured
or vague. It is better if the item signals
to trainees what kind of information the
organization is seeking. Survey designers
often include a “catch all” item at the end
of a survey to make sure respondents have
been given a chance to comment, but
will responses to these items provide any
value? Studies have shown that altering
item wording can have an impact on
response. There is also limited evidence
that item wording may reduce biased
responding by encouraging both positive
and negative feedback.

3 | BE TRANSPARENT AND FRAME THE
INSTRUCTIONS TO ELICIT VALUABLE FEEDBACK
Do not let trainees assume that the
open-ended items are not important.

Use item instructions to tell them how
important they are and what action
will be taken.
Poncheri and Thompson presented
a study at SIOP in 2007, titled “OpenEnded Comments: To Require or Not to
Require?” In this experimental study,
undergraduate students were assigned
to three conditions:
1. A control condition (standard
web-based survey where no items
were required or encouraged).
2. An experimental condition where
open-ended items were required (if
the item was skipped, an error would
be shown much like the error that
happens on surveys when required
closed-ended items are skipped).
3. An experimental condition where
comments were encouraged (the
instructions communicated that
the survey designers found the
comments important).
The two experimental conditions led to
a similar pattern of results: increasing
response rate and favorable perceptions
of open-ended items without adversely
affecting reactions to taking the survey.
In a 2015 presentation at ICPS titled,
“Employee Input from Across the
Globe: ‘Nudging’ for More Useful Ideas,”
Hause, Hendrickson, and Brooks used
an approach called nudging. Nudging
involves providing respondents with
information in the item instructions about
the kind of responses the organization
is seeking, (e.g., specific descriptions,
realistic solutions), as well as example
comments. This global study found
that nudging leads to the provision of
comments that are five times more useful
when compared to a control group. These
findings support the importance of being
transparent about the kind of feedback

being sought by communicating the
importance of comments and providing
trainees with more guidance on the kind
of feedback that is most valuable.

4 | USE TECHNOLOGY TO
CUSTOMIZE THE EXPERIENCE
Although some training surveys are
still delivered via paper and pencil, web
surveying is increasingly used and the
tools they provide should be leveraged
to improve the use of open-ended items.
Item branching can be used to probe for
more information based on responses to
closed-ended items. If a trainee marks “very
dissatisfied” with the training schedule,
they can be branched to an item that
targets that area. This serves to limit the
trainees responding to the open-ended
item and creates a customized survey
experience for the trainee that should
encourage a more valuable contribution
based on their training experience. These
items often have higher response rates
because they are targeted at the trainee’s
specific experience.
Asking the right questions is essential to
receiving quality comments, but there
are many other factors that contribute
to the usefulness of feedback provided
in response to open-ended items on
training surveys. Any behavior (such as
commenting on a survey) is impacted by
the characteristics of the trainee, as well
as factors in the environment. Although
research shows there are differences
in terms of who comments on training
surveys, this article has provided some
key tips for encouraging all trainees to
respond and provide quality feedback.
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